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Abstract
Objective: The purpose of this study was to review clinical data of metastasia lesion of gestation
trophoblastic tumor (GTT) in abdominopelvic cavity by color Doppler ultrasound. Subjects and
Methods: A retrospective analysis of 13 cases of GTT in China was performed. Clinical appearances,
serum human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) levels, sonographic findings, Doppler waveforms, and
patient outcomes were followed up. Color Doppler ultrasound was performed to diagnose the
presence of GTT, detect metastasia lesion in abdominopelvic cavity, assess disease recurrence,
and monitor the efficacy of chemotherapy. Results: Of the 13 patients with GTT, 4 had choriocarcinoma which 3 cases occurred after an abortion, 1 after a year of dilation and suction evacuation
for the hydatidform mole. Metastasia lesion in abdominopelvic cavity was detected by color
Doppler ultrasound in all cases of choriocarcinoma, among which the metastasia lesion were
found at uterine fundus, near uterus, colon and cystic vascular space near the uterus, repectively.
9 cases with an invasive hydatidiforn mole (IHM) occurred after one to three months of dilation
and suction evacuation for the hydatidform mole, consistant with the hCG levels markedly elevating. Metastasia lesion in abdominopelvic cavity was also detected by color Doppler ultrasound besides invasive lesion in uterine muscular layer in all cases of IHM, among which 3 cases showed
metastasia lesion in cystic vascular space near the uterus, 2 cases were detected in side wall of
pelvic cavity, while the rest were found in abdominal cavity, right kidney, colon and near uterus,
respectively. Meanwhile, the image of metastasia lesion with IHM was similar to choriocarcinoma’s. And the reticular structure, the cystic vascular space and solid lesion may be showed by ultrasound. The metastasia lesion had abundant flow. Doppler waveforms showed resistive indices
of 0.34 (SD 0.07) for metastasia lesion. There was the same lower- impedance as invasive lesion in
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uterine muscular layer. Except an IHM with the renal metastasia lesion having been followed, abnormal sonographic and Doppler findings in other metastasia disease all disappeared after surgical operation or chemotherapy were successful. Conclusions: Sonography and Doppler imaging
were helpful in detecting metastasia lesion in abdominopelvic cavity, and in following the effectiveness of chemotherapy. And it should be taken full examination for GTT by Color Doppler ultrasound in order to avoid mistake.
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1. Introduction
Gestation trophoblastic tumor (GTT) is a group of trophoblastic diseases rooting in embryo, which often subdivided into IHM, choriocarcinoma and placental site trophoblastic tumor. All these show abnormal trophoblastic
proliferation histologically [1] [2]. Because of invasive behavior of GTT, metastases always occur. The site of
GTT with metastasia lesion may be lung, brain, bladder, right ventricle, testis and so on [3]-[8]. Rare sites of
metastases to the spinal cord and paraspinous tissues have also been reported [9]. A review of the literature has
shown that most metastasia lesions were diagnosed with the aid of computed tomography and X-Ray. The metastasia lesion of GTT in abdominopelvic cavity is rare reported only by ultrasound.
We have been studying gestation trophoblastic disease for a long time, and articles about 12-year experience
in China have been published [10] [11]. This study emphasizes to detect metastasia lesion of GTT in abdominopelvic cavity by abdominopelvic sonography in order to avoid missing and making mistakes. The study is done
after agreement from the local ethics committee and with the patients’ informed consent. The present study is
performed in accordance with the ethical standards formulated in the 1975 version of the Declaration of Helsinki.

2. Materials and Methods
Clinical histories, sonographic images, and Doppler waveform of 13 cases of GTT diagnosed and treated at the
first affiliated hospital of Baotou medical college in China between 2000 and 2006 were evaluated retrospectively. In the meantime, the comprehensive modern hospital has received a total of 93 cases of gestational trophoblastic tumor patients. Choriocarcinoma was diagnosed in 4 women and IHM was diagnosed in 9.
The age of patients with GTT ranged from 21 to 46 years. The mean age was 34 years (SD 7.3 years). The
parity history and evident symptom were recorded. Serum hCG level was evaluated in all patients, too.
In addition, all patients were studied by abdominopelvic sonography, which include color and pulsed Doppler
imaging. All examinations were performed with an Acuson Sequoia 512 system (Siemens Medical Solution,
Mountain View, CA). Transabdominal imaging alone was performed and was diagnostic in all but 4 patients,
who required additional endovaginal supplementation. Various transducers ranging from 2.5 to 5.0 Mhz were
used for transabdominal imaging. An 6.0 - 8.0 MHz transducer was used for endovaginal imaging.
The diameter of metastasia lesion was measured. Color and pulsed Doppler ultrasound of the metastasia lesion was performed in all cases. The sample volumes were taken from arteries of the metastasia lesion. The
spectral waveforms were analyzed for the presence of high-velocity, low-impedance flow. The resistive indices
were recorded. In addition, both maternal ovaries were examined. Theca lutein cysts were confirmatory of the
hCG level elevation.
Histologic proof of diagnosis was obtained only in 2 cases Choriocarcinoma and 1 case IHM. The diagnosis
in the other cases of IHM and Choriocarcinoma was according to the criterion of International Federation of
Gynecology & Obstetrics (FICO, 2000) with the group differentiated on the basis of the latency of symptom
appearance after evacuation of the initial affected gestational [1], the hCG level, clinical examination, sonographic findings, and so on. Patients became symptomatic within the subsequent 6 months after curettage of hydatidform molar tissue were stratified into the IHM group. Those who became symptomatic after 12 months of dilation and suction evacuation for the hydatidform mole or after abortion were placed in the choriocarcinoma group.
Once an IHM or choriocarcinoma was diagnosed, all patients were treated with combination chemotherapy
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protocols using fluorouracil, kengshengmycin, nitrocaphane, methotrexate, and etoposide. Patients’ follow-up
by sonography and serum hCG analysis was attempted in all cases. Similar sonographic criteria were used to
diagnose the presence of recurrent disease on patients with persistent or rising serum hCG levels. All treated patients were followed until hCG levels became normal and until the sonographic and Doppler abnormalities disappeared. It was necessary for some cases to have examination by computed tomography and chest radiography

3. Results
Metastasia lesion was detected in all 13 cases. 4 women were from choriocarcinoma; 9 were from IHM. All patients had vaginal bleeding clinically. Most had abdominal pain and nausea as well. On physical examination,
uterine enlargement was the most common finding, and 7 cases could be touched masses in pelvic cavity by gynecologist. Serum hCG levels were universally elevated in all cases of GTT at initial examination with levels
measuring from 500 ng/ml to 2000 ng/ml. Doppler waveforms showed resistive indices of 0.34 (SD 0.07) for all
metastasia lesion. The sonographic and Doppler findings are summarized in Table 1.
In the 13 patients with GTT, 5 cases occurred during the first pregnancy; 4 occurred during the second; 3 occurred during the third; and 1 occurred during the fourth.
In the 4 patients with choriocarcinoam, 1 initially had a hydatidform mole and was treated by dilation and
suction evacuation one year ago; and 3 cases occurred after an elective therapeutic abortion. These cases were
diagnosed because of having invasive disease within the myometrium, as well as metastasia lesion by follow-up
sonographic and Doppler examination. The sites of metastasia lesion were 1 had solid lesion in uterine fundus
(Figure 1), 1 had metastasia lesion with reticular structure near uterus (Figure 2), 1 had colonic metastasia lesion with pseudo kidney sign (Figure 3), and 1 had cystic vascular space near the uterus (Figure 4).
Table 1. Summary of sonographic and Doppler findings of Metastasia lesion in 13 cases of GTT.
Metastasia Lesion
Case

Age

Diagnosis

Color Doppler Imaging
Site

Diameter (cm)

1

21

choriocarcinoma

uterine fundus

3.1 × 2.3

solid lesion with well-defined, abundant blood
flow, RI: 0.29

2*

28

choriocarcinoma

near uterus

4.2 × 1.8

reticular structure with no well-defined, and
abundant blood flow, RI: 0.20

3*

46

choriocarcinoma

colon

3.5 × 2.6

pseudo kidney sign

4

41

choriocarcinoma

cystic vascular space
near the uterus

7.0 × 4.5

abundant blood flow, RI: 0.29

5

31

IHM

cystic vascular space
near the uterus

5.5 × 3.9

abundant blood flow, RI: 0.27

6

35

IHM

cystic vascular space
near the uterus

3.3 × 1.4

abundant blood flow, RI: 0.25

7

35

IHM

cystic vascular space
near the uterus

4.7 × 4.5

abundant blood flow, RI: 0.33

8

33

IHM

side wall of pelvic
cavity

4.5 × 2.7

reticular structure and with vessels more and
wider, RI: 0.40

9

36

IHM

side wall of pelvic
cavity

4.3 × 1.9

reticular structure and with vessels more and
wider, RI: 0.35

10*

43

IHM

near uterus

3.1 × 1.7

solid lesion, RI: 0.32

11

26

IHM

abdominal cavity

6.0 × 5.6

abundant blood flow, RI: 0.37

12

33

IHM

colon

7.1 × 5.7

colonic wall borden and lesion with well-defined,
RI: 0.46

13

35

IHM

right renal

9.3 × 5.6

Well-defined and abundant flow, RI: 0.40

Histologic proof.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1. Metastasia lesion in uterine fundus with a choriocarcinoma in the same patient. (a) Longitudinal sonogram shows
a solid lesion in uterine fundus; (b) Color Doppler imaging shows blood flow of the metastasia lesion; (c) Doppler waveform shows arteries flow of in the metastasia lesion with a resistive index of 0.29; (d) Following-up sonogram after 6
courses of combination chemotherapy shows the uterine blood flow has became normal, with a resistive index of 0.53. Now
the woman had a baby. U: uterus.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Metastasia lesion near the uterus with a choriocarcinoma in the same patient. (a) Transverse sonogram shows an
irregular lesion with reticular structure near the uterus; (b) Doppler waveform shows arteries flow of the metastasia lesion
with a resistive index of 0.20. U: uterus; T: metastasia lesion.

Figure 3. Colonic metastasia lesion with a choriocarcinoma, which had ever treated with combination chemotherapy for
three months. Transverse sonogram shows pseudo kidney sign, colonic resection.
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Figure 4. Cystic vascular space near the uterus with choriocarcinoma. Color Doppler imaging shows abundant blood flow
in the cystic vascular space.

In addition to vaginal bleeding and abdominal pain, 1 woman with choriocarcinoam had a headache. Distant
brain metastasia lesion was diagnosed with the aid of computed tomography.
All 9 patients with IHM initially had a hydatidform mole and were treated by dilation and suction evacuation.
These cases were diagnosed as having invasive disease soon after one to three months of the dilation and suction
evacuation for the hydatidform mole because the hCG levels failed to normalized. Metastasia lesion was detected by follow-up sonographic and Doppler examination. The sites of metastasia lesion were: 3 had cystic
vascular space near the uterus, 2 had side wall metastasia lesion of pelvic cavity with irregular reticular structure
(Figure 5), 1 had solid metastasia lesion near uterus, 1 had metastasia lesion of abdominal cavity, 1 had colonic
metastasia lesion, and 1 had right renal metastasia lesion with hCG level around 930 ng/L (Figure 6).
In addition to vaginal bleeding and abdominal pain, 5 women with IHM had a cough, and 2 had a headache.
Distant pulmonary metastasia lesion and brain metastasia lesion were diagnosed with the aid of computed tomography and chest radiography.
Curative effects were observed in all cases. The case 13, an IHM with renal metastasia lesion, (Figure 6(c)),
Following up sonogram after 8 courses of combination chemotherapy showed the renal metastasia lesion did not
disappear, but the uterine blood flow became normal, and the blood flow of metastasia lesion disappeared. From
then on, the patient had been observing for one and half years. The case 1, a metastasia lesion in uterine fundus
with a choriocarcinoma, (Figure 1(d)), following up sonogram after 6 courses of combination chemotherapy
was found that uterine blood flow became normal with a resistive index of 0.53. Now the woman had a baby after two years. The case 3 who had colonic resection was diagnosed wrong as tumor at first by ultrasound. Histologic of diagnosis was choriocarcinoma. Besides those, abnormal sonographic and Doppler findings in metastasia disease disappeared when chemotherapy was successful.

4. Discussion
Although the incidence of GTT varies considerably in different regions of the world [2], Chinese populations
consistently are affected more often than other ethnic groups, and 15% - 20% [12] is reported by Beijing Xiehe
hospital in China. The reason is not fully understood but may have a genetic basis [13]. Typically, Color Doppler sonography shows low-resistance arterial flow (RI < 0.4) invades into the uterine myometrium, consistant
with a markedly elevated serum hCG level [2]. It is useful in diagnosing GTT and having replaced angiography
of the uterus [14]-[18]. Although there have been many methods used for diagnosing GTT, the metastasia lesion
in abdominopelvic cavity by using ultrasound is still rarely reported [19]-[21]. We have analyzed metastasia lesion of 13 GTT in abdominopelvic cavity and found it is helpful in therapy and prognosis.
Trophoblastic tumor derives from gestation, so we call it gestation trophoblastic tumor. Of GTT, the distant metastasis always occurs in patient with GTT, no matter the extent of malignancy. The trophoblastic tissue invades the
maternal vascular system and is transported to not only local site as pelvis but also a farther site, such as kidney, colon, lung, brain, and so on. In our group, 13 cases with GTT were found to have metastsatic disease. The sites of
metastasia lesion were: 4 had cystic vascular space near the uterus, 2 had colonic metastasia lesion, 2 had side wall
metastasia lesion of pelvic cavity, 1 had right renal metastasia lesion, 1 had metastasia lesion of abdominal cavity,
and 3 had metastasia lesion near uterus. The diameter of metastasia lesion was different from 1.4 cm - 9.3 cm. So
color Doppler sonography not only has become the standard in comfirming the diagnosis, but also in finding metastasia lesion. But color Doppler sonography could not find pulmonary or brain metastasia lesion, with the aid of
computed tomography and chest radiography, the other metastasia lesion may be detected.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Side wall metastasia lesion of pelvic cavity with an IHM in the same patient. (a) Doppler waveform shows arteries flow of invasive disease in the myometrium with a resistive index of 0.33; (b) Color Doppler imaging shows side wall
metastasia lesion of pelvic cavity; (c) Doppler waveform shows venous flow in the side wall metastasia lesion.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. Right renal metastasia lesion with an IHM in the same patient. (a) Doppler waveform shows arteries flow of invasive disease in the myometrium with a resistive index of 0.28; (b) Color Doppler imaging shows right renal metastasia lesion; (c) After 8 courses of combination chemotherapy shows the flow of right renal metastasia lesion disappear.
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Although pathologic characteristics between IHM and choriocarcinoma are different, the results are the same,
uterine muscular layer and vessel system are invaded by abnormal trophoblastic proliferation histologically,
which always cause hemorrhage and necrosis [22]. So the metastasia lesion of IHM shows the same imaging as
choriocarcinoma’s. And the reticular structure, the cystic vascular space and solid lesion may be showed by ultrasound.
In this study, Doppler sonogram shows low-impedance flow in cases of distant metastasia lesion with resistive indices of less than 0.4. Presumably, as well as myometeial invasion, this indicates a greater degree of vascular invasion by trophoblastic tissue at the time of diagnosis by the invasive entities [10]. The causation of lowimpedance flow is the form of arteriovenous fistula. Normal uterine venous blood could flow backwards without
any blocking due to lack of venous valve in uterine vein, which allow the abnormal trophoblastic tissue of GTT
keep invading from veins to arteries [22]. So, the characteristic high-flow, low-impedance arterial blood flow
pattern is formed. That is why local and distant metastases of GTT are so common.
In addition to serum hCG levels, Doppler sonogram is helpful in detecting disease recurrence and evaluating
the efficacy of treatment [21]. The characteristic high-flow, low-impedance arterial blood flow pattern of metastasia lesion of GTT allows Doppler studies to aid in this evaluation, as well as myometeial invasion. In our
group, the case 2 and the case 10 had hysterectomy because their age were older and chemotherapy effect were
not better. The case 3 with colonic metastasia lesion had colonic resection. After operation, they were treated
with combination chemotherapy like other cases. As we have seen, except an IHM with renal metastasia lesion
having been observed, abnormal sonographic and Doppler findings in other metastasia disease disappeared
when chemotherapy was successful. The greatest utility of the Doppler flow studies was in their ability to show
the presence of disease response to chemotherapy.
A case was diagnosed wrong as colonic tumor at first (the case 3). It was colonic metastasia lesion with a
choriocarcinoma showing pseudo kidney sign. The case had been treated with combination chemotherapy for
three months because of choriocarcinoma before colonic resection. From this case, we can learn much. The better therapeutic strategy in the future that we should take serious consideration is to detect metastasia lesion except uterus and ovary.
In China, nearly pelvic sonography is performed by the transabdominal approach. Endovaginal supplementation is used only in occasional cases when the transabdominal approach proved confusing or nondiagnostic. In
this group, endovaginal sonography was performed in only 4 patients. Even then, the sonographic and Doppler
imaging was thought to be adequate for diagnosis. In this study, the diagnosis of IHM or choriocarcinoma was
proved histologically in three cases. In the other cases, the diagnosis was presumed on the basis of clinical appearance and the latency of symptom onset. According to criterion referred, of the 13 patients with GTT, 9 had
an invasive hydatidiforn mole (IHM), 4 had choriocarcinoma. Although the assigned diagnosis was the most
likely, the accuracy was not perfect. Especially no cases of metastasia disease with placental site trophoblastic
tumor were reported in this study and in the articles about 12-year experience in China had been published [10]
[11]. A placental site trophoblastic tumor is derived from extravillous trophoblastic cells of the placental bed.
Patients generally have either heavy irregular bleeding or amenorrhea [23]. It tends to be high-risk metastatic
disease because of being resistant to chemotherapy, so pulmonary, ovarian, subaponeurotic, lymph lesion, brain,
and adrenal metastasis are so common [24]-[29]. This disease often needs hysterectomy for treatment.
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